Police Blotter

The Patrol received a report of a late model car and threatened to park near the vicinity of Briggs field at 10:40pm when a vehicle pulled up alongside and two males got out of a late model car and threatened the man and informed the man of a hold-up in the Tech Square. The manager reported that a subject approached the cash register in the Men's Department and handed him a note that stated this is a hold-up, put all the money in the bag. The subject then removed what appeared to be a gun from the bag and informed the manager to put the money in the bag, as the gun was real. The subject departed from the vicinity with $73 in the bag. A view of photos failed to bring positive results, but the MO and description fitted the subject who held up the Harvard Coop on 2/7/75.

2/7/75

A Coop on 2/3/75.
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